How to Avoid Mistakes in Sclerotherapy

This is a true comprehensive training course on Sclerotherapy consist of four Medical Manual, which constitute a Methodology or Medical Protocol in Sclerotherapy. It is practical and concise. It will guide you step by step, through the complete cycle of Sclerotherapy.

This methodology is based on the practical and objective experience of more than 30 years of many Doctors, therapists and administrators dedicated exclusively and entirely to the treatment of varicose veins, having treated thousands of patients of all nationalities and ethnicities in the U.S.
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Objective of this Manual

Treating Sclerotherapy Complications

- Identifying complications that may arise in sclerotherapy.
- Finding out the causes and complications of side effects.
- Becoming familiar with the treatment of the most common complications in sclerotherapy.
- Determining preventive measures to avoid the complications of sclerotherapy.
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In this manual you will learn “The Treatments of Sclerotherapy Complications

Case No 8

What went wrong in this sclerotherapy

Open bulge and hyperpigmentated

And how to Avoid these pitfalls of Sclerotherapy
In this manual you will learn “The Treatments of Sclerotherapy Complications”.

Case No 2

What went wrong in this sclerotherapy?

Indicated by the yellow arrow?
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And how to Avoid these pitfalls of Sclerotherapy.
In this manual you will learn “The Treatments of Sclerotherapy Complications

And how to Avoid these pitfalls of Sclerotherapy
Crown Medical conducts post seminar surveys in order to maintain the utmost quality in our courses, and incorporates any and all suggestions that may arise. We conducted these surveys by groups in three phases, immediately after the seminar, six months after, and a year after. These are some of the most typical comments expressed by our students.

**COMMENTS**

"I can’t believe I didn’t do this sooner, I’ve missed out on a lot of time with my family, and money."

"I didn’t know you could bill Medicare and some insurance companies."

"After I took all the courses on performing Sclerotherapy, my life changed for the better."

"Where were you guys? My only regret is not having done this course before."

"I wish all my returns on investments were as solid as my decision to take your course. Thank you to Dr. Mason and Crown Medical."

"Thanks for the class. As a Physician Assistant I can’t believe I didn’t take it before. It was 100% better than I thought, not only because of the presentations and materials but the didactics as well, you can tell the experience the professor has."

"The only regret I have is not bringing my staff with me to the course. But now since everybody is trained, I can go on vacation and relax."

"I was thinking this course would be the same as all other CME’s, but Crown Medical made it easy and interesting. I found the practical application and teaching methods to be very helpful. Impressive."

"As an RN I’m glad I took this course it has opened many doors for me. Now I have many Doctors call me to work for them. They want my Sclerotherapy expertise."
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Sclerotherapy Training Course

Based on the practical experience of those who have been doing sclerotherapy for the past 30 Years, and ONLY sclerotherapy.


**Manual No 2**: This manual teaches you *How to perform Sclerotherapy* for Varicose Veins of the Lower Extremities. It is a 222 Pages Manual divided into five chapters. It gives you a detail description on how to perform the actual injection, It gives you the Tips and Pearls of the practice. It teaches How to avoid common mistakes when preforming this procedure. It also gives you the Sclerotherapy protocol to follow when doing Sclerotherapy.

**Sclerotherapy Injection Techniques Videos**: A set of 10 videos explaining different topics of performing Sclerotherapy, Including the ATT technique. The seesaw technique etc. Included with the manual HOW TO DO SCLEROTHERAPY

**Manual No 3**: *The Treatment of Sclerotherapy complication*, A must have manual for the person that practices Sclerotherapy. It teaches you How to avoid mistakes in Sclerotherapy. It is a 125 Pages divided into 2 Chapters Which explain the different treatment of Sclerotherapy complications, and How to control the progress of the Sclerotherapy.

**Manual No 4**: *The Front Desk Manual for the Practice of Sclerotherapy*. It gives you all the basic Management Elements required to control and implement the Vein Practice, From Marketing Sample ready to go, to Medical Reference need for Sclerotherapy, To Medical Control Forms. Is like a management protocol manual that will save lots of headache.
A Comprehensive Sclerotherapy Training Course

What they don’t teach you in the seminar, which are the common mistakes when performing sclerotherapy, how to avoid them, how to treat them. Based on the experience of doing sclerotherapy every day for 30 years.
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Director of Training Programas
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Based on 30 Years of Experience Performing Sclerotherapy and only Sclerotherapy
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1. Step by Step Sclerotherapy Training Course
2. A practical Approach
3. The Business & Marketing side of Sclerotherapy